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                                            GET ONE-ON-ONE HELP 

TO ADDRESS YOUR LOVED 

ONE'S SUBSTANCE USE
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                                    You are your child’s greatest champion and advocate. We are yours. Connect with us for personalized support and services.
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                                    Work with us

                                    If you work in prevention, treatment, healthcare, government or your community, Partnership to End Addiction can be a partner in making quality care available for families.
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                        For parents & caregivers

                        From tips on preventing substance use to guidance on managing recovery from addiction, here at Partnership to Addiction we have the information and resources you need at every step of the way.
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                Latest News & Resources
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                 Trauma and Addiction

                    Trauma can feel like a powerful wind, and can leave a person feeling broken and lost. When someone is hurting like that, it’s not uncommon to turn to anything that can make the pain go away, even for just a little while. That’s where substances come in.
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                 Nitazenes

                    Nitazenes are powerful lab-made opioids, such as metonitazene and isotonitazene, with no approved medical use. They are potentially 40 times stronger than fentanyl and are difficult to detect through standard drug tests or testing strips.
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                 Talking about Harm Reduction

                    When we talk about harm reduction, we are not asking our loved ones to use substances less or to stop altogether; rather, we want them to be safe. Having these conversations can be difficult, but communication strategies like the Information Sandwich can help.
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                     2024-01-30

                 Tianeptine

                    The FDA and many state health agencies are raising the alarm about tianeptine, also called “gas station heroin." It is illegally marketed in smoke shops, convenience stores, gas stations and online as a dietary supplement, research chemical or brain enhancer. Some of the more common brand names include ZaZa, Pegasus, Neptune’s Fix and Tianna Red.
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                     2024-01-23

                 Ibogaine

                    Ibogaine is a natural substance found in the root of a plant that grows in West Africa. In small amounts, ibogaine works as a mild stimulant, and people have been using it for a long time to fight tiredness, hunger, and thirst. When taken in larger amounts, it can create strong mind-altering experiences.
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                     2024-01-11

                 Bernese Method

                    Developed in Switzerland, the Bernese Method allows your loved one to continue using their opioid of choice at first, while adding in small, increasing doses of buprenorphine at the same time. This gradual approach has led to promising results, as patients report the process to be more manageable and less overwhelming.
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                        I’ve heard from countless young people that the reason they got into recovery was because of the connection with a parent who fought for them when they couldn’t figure out how to help themselves.

                        Pat Aussem, L.P.C., M.A.C. 

                        Master Addictions Counselor, Vice President, Consumer Clinical Content Development at Partnership to End Addiction
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                            Stronger together

                            Solving the addiction crisis requires action from our nation’s families, the government and our health care system. Together, we're creating a unified voice to more effectively prevent substance use and treat addiction. 
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                            Rooted in research & compassion

                            At the heart of our resources and services for families is critical expertise in all aspects of addiction research, including data science, program implementation and evaluation, and policy analysis.
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                            Stay connected

                            Stay up to date on our work & other critical issues

                        

                        
                                                        
                        

                    

                

            

        


                
            
                
                    
                        Support our work

                        Your generosity helps us provide families the tools they need to take effective action for their child’s substance use or addiction.
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                    Contact our helpline

                    Contact our helpline at 855-378-4373.



Our help is free, confidential and safe.
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                                        You will receive a response to text or email within 24 hours



Msg and data rates may apply. Msg frequency varies.

Text HELP for help or STOP to opt out. Terms and Privacy
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                THIS WEBSITE DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. The information contained on this website is not intended to be a substitute for, or to be relied upon as, medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. This website is for informational purposes only. Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition.

Thanks to SAG-AFTRA and its members for their ongoing generosity and support of the organization and our cause.

Privacy Policy | Terms of Use | FCOI Policy • ©2023 Partnership to End Addiction. All rights reserved.
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Our help is free, confidential and safe.
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